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1•

Introduction

In this paper I present and discuss some rather striking facts about the phonology
and morphology of Icelandic verbs - facts which so far have gone wmoticed in the descriptive and analytical literature.] These involve certain peculiar characteristics of imperative stem fonnation, and in particular the existence and lexical distribution of paradigm
gaps in that category. This peculiar behavior of imperative fonns is shown to have a very
principled character, and can be understood as a coherent phenomenon by referring to
certain generalizations about the distribution of exceptionality across verbs in the lexicon.
Furthennore, I show what the necessary ingredients would be of a grammarinternal account of the facts, cast within the framework of Optimality Theory (prince &
Smolensky 1993; McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995 et passim). It turns out that an empirically adequate OT account demands that some of the constraints involved have the power
of referring directly to distributional patterns across the lexicon, thus evaluating information
which we may not want our (freely ranked and violable) phonological constraints to have
access to.
Finally, I discuss how these facts may be brought to bear on the broader issue of
how to derive ungrammaticality/ineffability (i.e. gaps) in an Optimality-Theoretic model.
1 .1 • The consonant system of Modern Icelandic

One of the most fundamental aspects of Icelandic phonology is that a contrast in
terms of the feature [spread glottis] pervades the consonant system. I will assume that this
feature characte~ not only the pure aspiration contrast in stops as in (Ia), but also the
voicing contrast in fricatives (1 b) and sonorants (Ic).
(I)

Instantiations of the [spread glottis] contrast:
a. 1r!>1 vs. It!

b. If} vs. Ivl

c. IQI vs. In!

] In part, this study has grown out of an earlier paper (Hansson 1997), pr=nted at the Workshop on
Analogy and Morphological ClJange (Ue Berkeley, December 1997). I am grateful to the participants of
that workshop for stimulating feedback, especially Andrew Garrett, Paul Kiparsky and Donca Stcriade.
Many thanks to Sharon Inkelas, Larry Hyman, John Ohala, Andy Dolbey, Ron Sprouse, Laura Downing
and Sharon Rose for thought-provoldng comments on the preseot paper and pointers to related lIJerature. as
well as to the participants at NELS 29. Needless to say, all errors are my own.
© 1999 by Gunnar Olafur Hansson
Pius Tamanji, Masako Hirotani, and Nancy Hall (cds.), NELS 29: 105-119
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I will also assume that input obstruents are quite often lexically underspecified for
continuancy, thus surfacing as either stops or fricatives, as indicated in (2) (on underspecified inputs in OT, cf. Inkelas 1994). Some examples of alternations in tenns of [±cont] are
shown in (3). Outside of word-initial (root-initial) position, [+cont] and [--cont] in
obstruents are close to being in complementary distribution, although the principles that
govern the distribution are quite complex and go far beyond the scope of this paper.
(2)

Underspecification for [±cont] in obstruents:
a. Ip b, T b, Kbl
= [spread glottis] obstr.: aspir. stop/voiceless fricative
b. !P, T, KI
= non-[spread glottis] obstr.: unaspir. stop/voiced fricative

(3)

Examples of [+cont] vs. [--cont] alternations in non-[spr.gl.] obstruents:
a. IsaK-I
saga
[sa:y-a]
'story (NSg)'
sagna
[sak-na]
'story (GPI)'
IsoP-1
sofa
[S:l:v-a]
'sleep (v.)'
sofna
[s:lp-n-a]
'fall asleep'
b. I[air-T-I hrcnOir [rllrr-3-rr] 'stirred (2SgPstInd),(cf. Inf. hrcera [rair-a]F
ltail-T-I
dceldir [tllll-t-Ir]
'pumped (2SgPstInd), (cf. Inf. dcela [tail-a])
/haP-T-I hafOir
[hav-3-lr] 'had (2SgPstInd), (cf. Inf. hafa [ha:v-aJ)
IstriT-T-I striddir [strit-t-lr] 'teased (2SgPstInd)'(cf. Inf. strilla (stri:3-aJ)

1 .2.

Imperative formation

Modem Icelandic has three different ways of fonning the imperative of verbs, as
shown in (4). The root imperative - the pattern inherited from Old Icelandic - is rarely
encountered in spoken Icelandic except as a deliberate archaism, and will not concern us
further in this paper. The full and clipped imperative are both fonned by adding a coronal
suffix, here analyzed as {(fl, (fbI), i.e. a morpheme with two input allomorphs, ([I and
ITb/, whose distribution is (largely) phonologically driven.
(4)

Three types of Imperative (2Sg) fonnation: 3
a. Root imperative: Bare root
It b ak b -01
raJ< (pu)
['tha:k b ('au:)]
Isin-01
ryn cpu)
['si:n ('au:)]
b. Full imperative: Root + ((fl. {[hI} + pron. clitic I-vI
Itbakb_Tb_vl taktu
['tbaxty]
Isin-T-yl
ryndu
['sinty]
c. Clipped imperative: Root + ((fl, (fbI)
Itbakb_Thl
takt fJU
[thaxt 'au:]
[sint 'au:]
Isin-TI
synd fJU

'take!'
'shoW!'
'take!'
'show!'
'YOU take!'
'YOU show!'

Historically speaking, the full imperative consists of the root imperative plus a
cliticized version of the 2Sg pronoun. The clipped imperative, which is only used in
conjunction with a contrastively-stressed 2Sg pronoun, is more recent still. Synchronically,
it consists of the full imperative minus the elitic pronoun. Moreover, the fonn of the clipped
2 Here and elsewhere, the transcription [~TJ, [!TJ, etc. indicates a short (monomoralc) diphthong.
3 In the 2PI, the Imperative is formed by suffixing the same 1-101 ending as in the corresponding Preslnd
form. Thus the 2PIlmperative does not display any of the peculiar behavior thai will be discussed here.
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imperative shows that the coronal ([0, t, t b]) has been reanalyzed as part of the verb form
- what I will refer to as the imperative stem - rather than belonging to the pronoun clitic.

1 . 3. Past tense formation
As in most Gemanic languages, verbs can be grouped into two major classes with
respect to past-tense stem formation. On the one hand, there are the strong verbs, whose
past stem consists of the bare root, which is subject to various ablaut alternations (mostly
vocalic). The other major class is the weak verbs. Although ablaut-like alternations are also
found among verbs of this class, the crucial property of weak verbs is that their past stem is
formed by adding a coronal suffix.

(5) ·

Past stem fomation of weak verbs:
Root + {fTI, rrb/} (and, occasionally, root-vowel ablaut)

As illustrated in the following section, the past-tense SuffIX of weak verbs displays
the very same kind of allomorphy alternations as does the imperative sufftx. I therefore
analyze both suffixes as consisting of {rrl, rrb/} in the input

2.

Allomorph selection in imperative and past stem formation

The notion of phonologically driven selection of listed allomorphs is by now well
established in the phonological and morphological literature (Carstairs 1988, 1990 is
among the ftrst to point out the signiftcance of this type of phenomenon). Within OT in
particular, allomorph selection is generally treated as output optimization (cf., e.g., Mester
1994, McCarthy & Prince 1995, Trane11995, Dolbey 1996, Kager 1996, Anttila 1997).
As mentioned above, Modem Icelandic has two independent morphological categories that make use of the same kind of ffl vs. rP>1 allomorphy: the past stem (of weak
verbs only) and the imperaJive stem (of all verbs). For the vast majority of verbs, the
choice of allomorph is uniquely determined on the basis of the root-fmal consonant(s).4
Some examples of environments that condition rrl rather than rrbl are shown in (6).

(6)

rrl selected over rP>1- some examples:s
a. /haP-I 'have'
1traK.-1 'pull'
their-I 'hear'
Ifel-I 'hide'
ImeiT-1 'hurt'
b. InePn-I'mention'
IneIG-1 'nail'
c. IhorP-1 'watch'
fkbemP-1 'comb'
IfIiK(j)-1 'follow'

thaP-T-1
ItraK-T-1
their-T-I

IM-T-I
ImeiT-T-1
InePn-T-1
IneKl-T-1
thorP-T-1
/kbemB-T-1

IfIlK-T-1

Past stem
[bavO-]
[beirO-]
[falt-]
[meitt-]
[nemt-]
[nelt-]/[nefTt-]
[borO-]
[cbemt-]
[fIIt-]l[fliyt-]

Imper. stem
[bavO-]
[trayO-]
[beirO-]
[felt-]
[meitt-]
[nemt-]
[nelt-]/[nefTt-]
[borO-]
[cbemt-]
[fIIt-]l[fIiyt-]

full justification here for the claim that separate allomorphs are in fact
needed, rather than a single input form of the suffix. In any case, the peculiar status of imperative formation
as discussed in section 3 remains largely orthogonal to that issue.
S Where a gap occurs in the past·stem column, this is because the verb in question is a strong verb, thus
fanning its past stem by other means than the {(fl, (fbI) suffix.

4 Due to lack of space, I cannot give

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1999
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That the input form here is rTI and not (fhl can be seen by comparing the situation
in (6a-c) to what happens in (7a-c), where roots of similar shape combine with a suffix
consisting of a coronal stop which is unambiguously [spread glottisJ and has no allomorphy comparable to that found in the past and im perative suffIXes. Here the stop triggers
certain (spread glottisJ-related effects : preaspiration, sonorant devoicing, stop fricativization
(not exemplified here), etc.
(7 )

Comparison with adjectival NSgNeut suffix Itbl (or (fhl), with no allomorphy:
NSgNeut ·
a. /ljuP-I 'tender, sweet'
/ljup_Tbl
[ljuftJ
Istour-I 'big, large'
Istour-Tbl
[st15i1rtJ
/kyl-I 'yellow'
lkyJ-Tbl
[ky!t]
Iv iT-I 'wide'
IviT-Tbl
[vihtJ
b. IjaPn-1 'even, equal'

IjaPn-Tbl

[jal1}t]

c. lou9arP-I 'unnecessary'
IUI)K-I 'young'

lou9arP-Tbl
IUI)K-Thl

[ou9aft]- [ou9afft]
[UIjt]

The same kind of [spread glottis] effects are also found in past stem and imperative
stem formation, provided that the root has a particular phonotactic shape - namely, that it
ends in a cluster of sonorant + (fl, as shown in (8). These, then, are the cases where the
(fbI allomorph is chosen rather than the ITI allomorph.
(8)

(fbI selected over (f/-examples:
IsmT-I'swim'
lhalT-I ' hold'
ImlrT-I 'murder'

IsmT-Th-1
lhalT-Th-1
ImlrT-r-1

Past stem

lmper. stem

[SIl}t-J

[Sll}t-]
[ha!t-]
[m1rt-]

[m1rt-]

Finally, there is a considerable number of contexts where the choice of alJomorph is
indetenninable in the sense that, due to the phonotactic constraints of the grammar, both
would give rise to the same outpUi strings:

(9)

Indetenninate -

same output for (fl as for (fbI:

a. IkItT-I 'marry'
Ive\T-I 'tumble'
IpIIT-I ' publish '
b . ItbaKb_1 ' take'
Ikleipb-I'swallow'
c. liTh_I 'push'

IkltT-T (b)_1
Ive!T- T~)-I
IpI[T-T( )-1

Past stem

Imper, stem

[clft-]

[Clft-]

[plft-]

ltl'aK h - T(hJ-I
Ikleipb-T( )-1 [kleTft-]
liTh _T (h)_1
[iht-]

[nit-]
[p1rt-]
[tbaxt-]
[kleift-J
[ibt-J

In the following two sections, I show an analysis of how allomorph selection is
driven by the ranked constraints of the grammar. First of all, it is necessary to note that I
am following Ringen (1998) in assuming that in clusters of a [spread glottis] segment and
an "unaspirated" stop, the [spread glottis] feature is actually doubly-linked. This is of
crucial importance for the evaluation of faithfulness constraints on [spread glottis].

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss1/9
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Phonological (output) representation of phonetic [stj, [btl, [I}t], etc.:

s

V

t

[s.g.]

h

V

[s.g.]

tnt

'V
[s.g.]

The constraints used in the tableaux are the following:
PREASP =

Cover term for MULTLINK[s.g.], *!.lphf'kh, MAXAsp(Stop)

MULTLINK[s.g.]: The feature [spread glottis] must be linked to more than one consonant
(Ringen 1998).
A [spread glottis] stop may not be moraic (Ringen 1998).

MAXASP(Stop):

The output correspondent of an input [spread glottis] stop is [spread
glottis] (Moren & Miglio 1998).

MARKED =

Shorthand for a set of high-ranked phonotactics-defming markedness
constraints, esp. with respect to the distribution of [+cont] and [-cont] in
non-[spread glottis] obstruents (cf. (3) above); also no post-consonantal
geminates, no post-consonantal [spread glottis] fricatives except [s], etc.

IDENT[s.g.]:

Correspondent segments in the input and output have identical specifications for the feature [spread glottis] (Ringen 1998; cf. McCarthy &
Prince 1995).

MAx[F]:

Every feature (autosegment) in the input has a correspondent in the
output (cf. Zoll1993; Lombardi 1998; cf. McCarthy & Prince 1995).

DEP[F]:

Every feature (autosegment) in the outpui has a correspondent in the
input (ibid.).

2.1. Selection of ITI
The ranking that is crucial in favoring selection of rrl over (fhl is as shown in (11):
(11)

MARKED, PREASP» MAXlDEP[F] »IDENT[s.g.]

Since the (fl allomorph does not trigger any [spread glottis]-re1ated effects, the
optimal output candidate which is based on that allomorph incurs neither IDENT[s.g.]
violations nor MAXlDEP[F] violations. Because of high-ranking PREASP, this is not true of
outputs based on the rrhl allomorphs. This is illustrated in the tableaux in (12-13).

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1999
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(12)

.',

Past stel1llIrn'perative stem for Isin-I 'show':
Isin, {T,

+

(13)

Past stemJImperative stem for IsneiT-1 'slice':
IsneiT, {T,
a. IsneiT-TI

+

sn~IM
sn~Itt

snH6t
sn~r6t

sniHtt

soHat
soel'bt
2.2 . Selection of /Th t
Under certain conditions, the trCl allomorph is preferred. I assume that this is due
to a constraint on the phonological exponence of morphemes:
(14)

MORPHEME REALIZAnON (MORPHREAL):
Realire morphemes in an overt and detectable manner (Samek-Lodovici 1992; see
Gnanadesikan 1997 for a more specific definition).

Similar morpheme realization constraints have been proposed in the literature, e .g.
by McCarthy & Prince (1995) and Alderete et al (1997) (MORPHEME DISJOINTNESS),
Rose (1997a,b) (MORPHOLOGICAL ExPRESSION), Walker (1998a,b) (REAUZE-MORPH),
Kiparsky (1997) (M-MAx), and others. The formulations proposed by Samek-Lodovici
and Gnanadesikan are best suited to the task at hand: "'The affixed form of a word [ ... ]
should not look like the unaffixed form of a word [ ... J-zero morphemes are specifically
prohibited by this constraint" (Gnanadesikan 1997:93).
The ranking of MORPHREAL relative to the constraints in (11) is as shown in (15).
When selection of the ITI allomorph 1eads to an output stem which is identical to the base
(the root), this violates MORPHREAL. Since the optimal output candidate based on the trCt
allomorph violates only lDENT[s.g.J, and MORPHREAL » IDENT[s.g.J, ITht is favored
over IT/. This is illustrated in the tableaux in (16-17).
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss1/9
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MARKEDNESS, PREASP» MAXlDEP[F] »

(16)

Past stemlImperative stem for !berT-I 'harden, strengthen':

111

MORPHREAL» lDENT[S.g.]

!berT, (T, Tb}l
cf. base [herc\-)

!berT-TI

herlS

hErlS
hEbt
(17)

Paststem1Imperative stem for /henT-1 'throw':
!benT, (T, Tb}l
cf. base [hent-]

a. !benT-TI

hEllo

Other than enforcing selection of the WI allomorph over the ITI one (by virtue of
outranking lDENT(s.g.J), the constraint MORPHREAL is completely latent in the grammar of
Modem Icelandic. In particular, it does not trigger addition or removal of any features,
since it is outranked by MAxlDEP[F].

2.3. Lexical exceptions in a1lomorph selection

As is usually the case with interesting phonological phenomena, the full picture is
somewhat more complex than the above analysis might lead one to believe. In particular,
there are several weak verbs which idiosyncratically select the "wrong" allomorph. One
way of incorporating these into the analysis could presumably be to assume some sort of
lexically specified sUbcategorization requirement .

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1999
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Exceptional roots subcategorizing for rrhl ([s.g.]) or rrl (no [s.g.]):
a. 1m ail-I 'speak'
Past:
Imail-Th-I [ma1jt-]
ImpeL:
(same)
(cf. regular 1m ail-I 'measure': Past/ImpeL/mail-T-1 [maut-]!)
b. Imein-I'mean'
c. IsenT-1 'send'

Past:
Imper.:

Imein-Th-I [me"U].t-] (cf./sin-I 'show' in (12))

Past:
Imper.:

IsenT-T-1 [sEnt-] (cf.!henT-I'throw' in (17))

(same)
(same)

What is striking is that among roots with a particular phonotactic shape, the
exceptions far oumumber the regulars. These are verbs whose roots end in either 1•.. l1I or
1... nnI, as shown in (19).6 Given the analysis presented above, both environments should
cause rrl to be selected as the allomorph of choice, in both past and imperative forms,
yielding output strings with [ .. .It] and [... ntj. But in fact, only a minority of verbs in 1... l1I
and I ... nnl display this expected behavior.
(19)

Weak verbs in I...W or 1... nnI in Gislason (1996) a.

'Regulars' (select rrD:

Ifell-I, Irell-I, Itholl-I,
!khenn-I, Iprenn-I, !renn-I
b. 'Exceptions' -

out of 1735 weak verbs:

6 verbs
Output: [felt-]. [relt-]. [th;,lt-j,
[chEnt-j, [prEnt-j, [rEnt-j

subcategorize for rrh/:

27 verbs

IfIll-I, !hell-I, !knll-I, !kIll-I, Output: [fllt-], [hElt-], [cllt-], etc.
!hIll-I (x2),/nll-l, Iskell-I,
Ismell-I,ls'p'IIl-I,lst:rll-l,
Ithnll-I, It Ill-I,/vIlI-I;
Ipnnn-I, Iklenn-I, !krenn-I,
Output: [pn!}t-], [kIE!}t-], [krelJt-j, etc.
!knnn-I, nmn-I, lInn-I,
!khlnn_l, limn-I, Imlnn-I,
Inenn-I, Isum-I, Ispenn-I, 191nn-1
My claim is that this constitutes a clash between the grammar (phonology) on the
one hand, and the lexicon on the other, in that, for the past and imperative stems of (weak)
verbs whose roots end in 1•.. l1I or I .. .nnI:
(20)

•
•

The phonology predicts rrl to be selected, hence [It], tnt], but. ..
. .. a "scan" of actual verbs in the lexicon favors rrli/, hence ntj, [lJt].

As I will show below, this clash is highly relevant in accounting for some of the
peculiar characteristics of imperative formation that are discussed in the following section.
3.

The special status of imperative formation

To the best of my knowledge, the facts presented in this section have hitherto gone
unnoticed and undocumented (or at least have not been commented upon) in the descriptive
6 I have abstracted away from the fact that, when not followed by a consonant (and thus degeminated), 1111
in fact shows up phonetically as pre-stopped [tl]. Note that, even though input Innl can also yield prestopped [to] in Icelandic, this is not true of tautomorphemic Inn!, and thus not of the verb roots in (19).

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss1/9
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and analytical literature on Icelandic phonology and morphology. This is perhaps not too
surprising, given that imperative formation - other than the archaic root imperative - is
as a rule not given much attention in handbooks.

3.1. Paradigm gaps in imperative formation
Recall that in strong verbs, the imperative stem is the only category where a suffix
with (fTI, rrh/) allomorphy occurs (since these verbs form their past stem by means of
ablaut). In the imperative of strong verbs, allomorph selection is governed by the same
constraints as in the past formation (and imperative formation) of weak verbs, as expected:
(21)

Imperative stem formation in strong verbs:
[s:lv6-]
a. IsoP-1
IsoP-T-1
Isit]KG)-1
Isit]K-T-1
[siIJt-]
[stEIt-]
Is tel-I
Istel-T-I
/halT-Th_1
b. /halT-I
[halt-]
lIes-T(h)_1
[I Est-]
c. lIes-I
IpiTh-1
IpiTh _T~h)1
[piht-]
fkhrjuph_1
fkhrj uP _T(h)1 [khrj uft-]

'sleep!'
'sing!'
'steal!'
'hold!'
'read!'
'bite!'
'kneel!'

The handful of strong verbs whose root ends in 1...1lI or I ... nnI, however, do not
behave as expected. These verbs do not select the ITI allomorph, as dictated by the
phonology, nor do they idiosyncratically select the IThl allomorph, as so many weak verbs
of similar shape do in both imperative and past stem formation. Instead, these strong verbs
simply lack an imperative form - in other words, we find a gap in their paradigm:
(22)

Examples of paradigm gaps in the imperative of strong verbs in I ... 1lI,1 ... nnfT
a. Ivmn-I 'work'
*[vmt-], *[VIlJt-]
'work!'
Ispmn-I'spin (tr.)'
*[spmt-], *[SPIlJt-]
'spin (a thread)!'
b. Ifall-I'fall; flunk'
*[falt-], *[fa!t-]
'fall!; flunk!'

To make things even more complicated, there exists one strong verb in 1... nnI
which does have an imperative form - the one predicted by the output optimization
analysis presented earlier:
(23)

An exception to the exception: a strong verb in 1... nnI with no gap

Ifum-I Tmd'

[fmt-] (*[fIlJt-])

'find!'

The explanation for the special behavior of this particular verb appears to lie in the
fact that it has a unique root allomorphy, such that the (sub)string [f.. .nt] does occur
elsewhere in its paradigm. This is not true of any of the other verbs in I ... nnI. 8

7 It may seem hard to imagine that no imperative exists for a verb like 'work'. However, note that this is
only true of the 2Sg imperative, not the unremarkable 2Pl one (to which none of the issues in sections 24
apply, d. footnote 3 above). Furthermore, the (archaic) root imperative does exist. More importantly. there
are of course numerous ways of carrying out a speech act of command or request that do not involve a
morphological imperative form. Finally, it might also be noted that, in Modern Icelandic, a negated
command/request is usually expressed by the negative adverb (ekki) followed by the infinitive form of the
verb, not the imperative. Thus, 'don't work!' is straightforwardly rendered as ekki vinna [ebcI vmna].
8 Historically, this goes back to a Verner's Law alternation between 'nB (> nn) and 'n(\ (> nd > nt).
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Idiosyncratic root allomorphy in 'fmd': {IfVnn-/, /fVnT-1}
/fmn-/
/fann-/
/fynT-/
/frnT-/

[fmn-yr]
[fann]
[fynt-ym]
[fmt-Ir]

'fmds (23SgPrsInd),
'found (13SgPstInd),
'found (lPlPstInd),
'would fmd (2SgPstSubj)'

Note that although the existence of the root allomorph /fVnT-/ appears to license the
existence of an imperative form with [frnt-], it does so only indirectly. In other words, the
observed imperative form cannot be based on that alternative root allomorph:
(25)

Imperative [fmt-] is not based on root allomorph /frnT-/:
/frnT, {T, Th}/ would yield *[fI1,l1-]
(cf. (17) above)
/fInn, {T, Th}/ correctly yields [frnt-]

Apparently, the imperative form predicted by the phonology - which fails to occur
for the other strong verbs in (22) - is salvaged in this verb (and this verb only) due to
fortuitous surface correspondence with other forms occurring within the same paradigm.

3.2. Imperative stem vs. Past stem formation
The allomorph selection analysis presented in section 2 fails to account for the
various dependencies and asyrnmeuies that hold between imperative stem formation and
(weak-verb) past stem formation. These are surrunarized briefly in (26).
(26)

Generalizations yet to be captured:

a. The imperative stem never contains a different allomorphjrom the past stem.
In weak verbs, which have {IT/, /Thl} in both past and imperative stems, allomorph selection - even idiosyncratic selection as in (18-19) - is always the
same in both s~ms. Mere subcategorization does not predict this.

b. The imperative stem is only exceptional when there is an exceptional past stem.

In strong verbs, which have {/T/,/Th/} only in the imperative stem, exceptional
selection - subcategorizing for either /T/ or Jr/ specifically - is never found.
The imperative can thus only be exceptional by being "parasitic" on a past stem.

c. Paradigm gaps are fowui in imperative formation, never in past formation.
This asymmetry is unaccounted for in the analysis so far.

d. Paradigm gaps do not occur where a potentially "supporting" surface string
occurs elsewhere in the paradigm.
Imperative gaps are never found in weak verbs (where the past tense forms can
provide "support"). Nor do they occur in strong verbs where the (otherwise
expected) surface suing happens to occur independently in other inflected forms
(as in (24) above).
Taken as a whole, this is indeed a striking pattern. It strongly suggests that
imperative stem formation is special, and in some way dependent on what - if anything is happening elsewhere in the paradigm with respect to the occurrence of stem-fmal coronal
obstruents ([6], [t] or [th]). A satisfactory analysis will need to capture all of the
generalizations in (26a-d). But there is yet another striking fact which also needs to be
accounted for:
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(27) Paradigm gaps only emerge when the verb root has a phonotactic shape which
usually is indicative of exceptionality in allomorph selection (I... ll/, 1. .. nnlJ.

As stated in (26d), imperative gaps never occur in weak verbs, ~cause the past
tense fonns are able to act as a "supporting model". But gaps are also never found in strong
verbs with other root shapes than I ... W and I .. . nn!, in spite of the fact that all strong verbs
lack the "potentially supporting" past tense fonns. Instead, for all roots which are not I...W
or I .. .nnI, the choice between rrl and rrbl is entirely governed by the ranked constraints of
the phonology, just as it is in past stem fonnation of most weak verbs.
As stated, (27) is an informal attempt to capture the fact - which cannot be
accidental- that the root shapes that are the ones that lead to paradigm gaps among strong
verbs are identical to those which show a remarkably high incidence of exceptionality in
allomorph selection among weak verbs.
4.

Encoding the generalizations in the grammar

Given that the gaps and exceptions in the imperative have a principled distribution,
It IS justifiable to attempt to have them fall out from properties of the synchronic
phonological grammar. Within the context of Optimality Theory, there have been several
proposals which can be brought to bear on the issue of handling dependencies and gaps.

4.1.

Deriving gaps with MPARSE or CONTROL

The "standard" way of dealing with paradigm gaps in or has been to make use of
the constraint MPARSE (Prince & Smolensky 1993; Raffelsiefen 1996). The Null Parse
violates no constraints but MpARSE, and no other output candidates violate MPARSE.
Ranking some constraint(s) above MPARSE entails that if no overt output candidate can
satisfy the higher-ranked constraint(s) (here symbolized as '11'), then the Null Parse
emerges as the winner - which is to say, a paradigm gap is found.
(28)

The MPARSE model
input

-t IGEN/CONIlEVAL -t

Null Parse

11 »MPARsE »MARKEDNESS, FAlTIIFULNESS

In an alternative model, the optimal output candidate (selected by EV AL) is checked
against the non-violable constraints that reside in a separate component, called CONIROL
(Orgun & Sprouse 1997). If a violation occurs, there simply is no output - i.e. any
conceivable ouput candidate is ungrammatical.
(29)

The CONIROL model
input

-t GEN/CONIEVAL -t CONTROL -t

CON:

CONTROL:

MARKEDNESS,
FAITHFULNESS,
ALIGNMENT,

11

no output

etc.
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If we want to account for the paradigm gaps in Icelandic imperative stem fonnation
with either of these models, the content and effect of the mystery constraint ' ?1' in (28) and
(29) will need to be defmed. This problem is addressed in the next section.
First, though, we can take care of the other aspects of the dependent status of
imperative stem fonnation that were listed in (26), ie. the ones that do not involve gaps, by
positing the following constraint
(30)

Dependency not giving rise to paradigm gaps:9
IDENT[s·g·Jo-o
The output correspondent (of the suffIx {(f/, IT'I}) must agree in tenns of the
feature [spread glottisJ with a stem-final coronal obstruent in some closely related
fonn. (In weak verbs, this will be a past-tense fonn ; in strong verbs, a fonn with
an alternative root allomorph, if it exists.)

The constraint in (30) must be relativized to imperative fonnation. either by
defmition or by positing a separate imperative-stem co-phonology, where IDENT[s.g.Jo-o
is ranked higher than elsewhere in the grammar. The required ranking is:
(31)

MAx» IDENT[S.g.Jo-o »

MORPI-iREAL

Ranking IDENT[s.g.Jo-o above MORPHREAL ensures that the imperative stem will
never disagree with a (weak) past stem, even in MORPHREAL-violating situations such as
(l8c). Moreover, the ranking in (31) still enables the imperative of non-coronal-obstruentfmal strong verbs to surface with a [oj, [tJ or [tbJ suffIx, in spite of the fact that this consonant has no correspondent in other related forms . Since MAx is higher-ranked, the suffIx
consonant will never be deleted to circumvent an IDENT[s.g.Jo-o violation.
By either establishing a separate imperative cophonology with the ranking in (31),
or incorporating (31) into the general constraint ranking by restricting IDENT[S.g.Jo-o to
the imperative stem, the generalizations in (26a-b), and in part (26d), can be taken care of.

4.2. DefiDing the mystery constraint
We still need to capture the generalizations in (26c) and (27)-the latter without
losing the "escape hatch" of (26d). Since these involve the distribution of paradigm gaps, it
is here that the mystery constraint ' ?1' comes into play (by outranking MPARSE or by
residing in CONTROL).
(32)

What properties must '17' have?
a.

'11' must be relativized to imperative formation; no gaps elsewhere. (= (26c»

b. When IDENT[s.g.JO-o is unavoidably violated (as in most strong verbs), ' 11' is
violated only if the phonological shape of the root is such that most verbs in the
lexicon with that shape are exceptional (in taking (fbI) . (= (27) and (26d».

9 This constraint is defined here in terms of Output·Output Correspondence (Benua 1995. 1997). though in
a somewhat unconventional fashion, in that correspondence wi th any form will do. The same effect could
presumably also be achieved by appealing to the notions of Paradigm Uniformity or Uniform Exponence
(Flemming 1995; Steriade 1996; Kenstowicz 1996). The notion of Sympathy (McCarthy 1998), which can
often deal with prima facie cases of transderivational correspondence (cf. ItO & Mester 1997), is not
applicable here, since reference to aclually occurring forms is crucial, not merely failed output candidates.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss1/9
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The phrasing of (32b) suggests that we might replace the mystery constraint with a
(locally) conjoined constraint (Smolensky 1995):
(33)

lDENT[s·g·Jo-o &L '??'

If lDENT[s.g.Jo-o is defined so as to be restricted to imperative stem fonnation, as
suggested earlier, then the conjoined version will automatically carry the same restriction,
hence taking care of (32a). But what kind of constraint is the '?1' part in (33)? In order to
capture the true generalization in (32b), it must be able to make reference to the statistical
distribution of exceptionality across the lexicon. This raises the non-trivial question
whether we really want our grammar, i.e. our phonology, to contain such I;:onstraints.
Furthennore, if this is a constraint on a par with other phonological constraints, why aren't
constraints of this sort more pervasive or more common in the languages of the world?

4.3.

Indirect evidence for CONTROL?

The CONTROL model of gaps and ungrammaticality differs from the MPARSE one
in that in the fonner, there is nothing inherent in the model which demands that the constraints in the CONTROL component be of the same nature as those in the "genuine"
phonology (CON). In fact, Orgun & Sprouse (1997) themselves note that, in their example
cases, the constraints involved in CONTROL "all refer to morphological infonnation", but
they decide to "leave for further research the question of what types of constraints can be in
CONTROL". Given that the CONTROL model-unlike the MpARSE one-makes no inherent
claim that the constraints in CONTROL be phonologically "well-defined", I suggest that it
can include parochial and even slightly bizarre constraints such as the '?1' of (32b) and
(33), which make sweeping reference to the entire lexicon and gradient patterns of irregularity found therein.

4.4. Passing a 'wug test'
Faced with the task of producing a novel morphologically complex form, e.g. in a
'wug test' (Berko 1958), a speaker generally has two different strategies available:
(34)

a.

b.

Arrive at a result deductively (computing the output of the grammar).
Analogize across the lexicon (looking up similar-sounding/rhyming words).

It has been claimed that, in the production of morphologically complex words, both
strategies are in fact utilized simultaneously (Anshen & Aronoff 1988). Consequently, I
propose that the relevant constraint in CONTROL - our mystery constraint 'n' - is some.
thing along the following lines:
(37)

DOUBLECHECKIMPER.
When computing the imperative of a verb, use both methods available (the grammar
and analogical computation). The results of the two must be mutually supporting.

This accounts for the relevant facts, while at the same time keeping the "phonology
proper", CON, free of constraints that make global reference to the lexicon. Whether this is
a plausible analysis (from a psycho linguistic point of view) remains to be seen.

5.

Conclusions

The data from Modem Icelandic presented here show how paradigm gaps and other
dependent behavior of particular morphological constructions can be sensitive to what, in
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1999
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the usual conception of an OT grammar, would count as extragrammatical information.
1hls may include the general distribution and frequency of individual idiosyncracies and
exceptionality in the (actual) lelcicon.
To the extent that such patterns have a synchronically principled character, they
should be accounted for in any formal model that aspires to empirical adequacy. I have
argued that it may be possible to achieve this in an OT framework, without "contaminating"
CON by allowing various highly unusual and powelful constraints. This may be taken as
indirect (and tentative) support for the CONTROL model rather than the MPARSE model for
handling gaps and ungrammaticality in Optimality Theory.
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